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by Carter Brown

Why are trade deals secret? I’ve 
heard people actually say that 

they have to be secret because if the 
American people knew what was go-
ing on, they would be opposed. Think 
about that,” stated Senator Elizabeth 
Warren (D-MA) in a speech last Sep-
tember to the American Federation 
of Labor and Congress of Industri-
al Organizations (AFL-CIO). This 
statement was prompted by the un-
disclosed negotiations for a new free 
trade agreement, the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP).
     Similar to its Atlantic counterpart 
NAFTA, the TPP would eliminate 
most tariffs on trade between the 12 
participating nations (Australia, Bru-
nei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singa-
pore, the United States and Vietnam). 
Together, these countries make up 40 
percent of the world’s GDP and about 
one-third of global trade, and if the 
TPP passes, profits in these nations 
are only expected to increase.
However, countries aren’t the only 
parties involved in the creation of this 
bill. The negotiations on future pol-
icy include representatives of major 
American corporations such as Mon-

santo, Bank of America, Walmart, 
and Exxon-Mobil. These represen-
tatives have complete access to the 
draft of the agreement and have the 
ability to propose amendments and 
other changes. Meanwhile, the Amer-
ican people and even most of Con-
gress are left in the dark with access 
to only leaked information.
It is this corporate power at the foun-
dation of the agreement that is most 
troubling. From the information 
that has been leaked to the public, it 
seems that the TPP would grant cor-
porations new powers enabling them 
to legally control nations. Specifical-
ly, if the executives of a multinational 
corporation believed a nation’s poli-
cy to be a barrier to company prof-
its, they could demand compensation 
from the nation through an interna-
tional court.
     Possible “barriers” to corporations’ 
profits could include legislation in-
volving environmental conservation, 
workers’ rights and health, or closing 
financial loopholes. Basically, any 
sort of government regulation could 
be challenged by a corporation solely 
on the grounds that the corporation 
could be profiting more.
A draft of the environmental chapter 

of the agreement has been released 
on WikiLeaks and contains a distinct 
lack of enforcement concerning the 
protection of the environment. Car-
ter Roberts, president and CEO of 
the World Wildlife Fund stated, “The 
lack of fully-enforceable environ-
mental safeguards means negotiators 
are allowing a unique opportunity to 
protect wildlife and support legal sus-
tainable trade of renewable resources 
to slip through their fingers.” The po-
tential is there for actual regulation to 
protect the environment, but it’s be-
ing avoided for the sake of voluntary 
measures.
     The current state of the environ-
ment chapter indicates just how little 
the TPP would ensure safeguards of 
such important issues as the environ-
ment but showcases the profit motive 
and the desire of the involved parties 
to increase corporate power. And the 
TPP encompasses much more than 
the environment—it involves inter-
net privacy, intellectual property and 
industry regulations.
     But where does this blatant cor-
porate-driven mindset come from? 
It arises from the foundation of the 
group itself, with corporate repre-
sentatives vastly outnumbering those 

from unions and other interest groups. 
The committee for the agreement is 
comprised of three levels with vari-
ous “advisors” (representatives) at 
each level. Two of these three levels 
are mostly represented by corporate 
supporters. For example, in the first 
level nearly two-thirds of the mem-
bers are “management-level person-
nel” from related industries. The third 
level is even worse, with sixteen ad-
vising committees involved in many 
industries from pharmaceuticals to 
steel. Not a single representative on 
any of these sixteen committees is 
a labor, environmental, or consumer 
representative.
     It is evident that with all this corpo-
rate influence, the citizens’ opinions 
are largely left out of the discussion. 
However, it is also largely left out of 
congressional input too, since most 
congressmen either sign a non-dis-
closure agreement or don’t know the 
details of the agreement. Additional-
ly, the White House has suggested a 
fast track approach, which means that 
it would be presented to Congress 

Continued On Page 3
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EDITORIAL

Perhaps more than anything else, 
American identity revolves around 
ideas encapsulated by words like free-
dom, justice, and democracy.  There is 
a belief that “they got what they voted 
for” and that people who vote for the 
party in opposition to one’s own are 
somehow lacking in intelligence or 
moral integrity.  But for a long time the 
truth has been slowly revealing itself.  
Cornell Progressive’s Wes Turner ’16 
has reported on this issue about the 
alarming Supreme Court decisions of 
the last few years, which have over-
turned limits on election spending by 
corporations and political non-profits, 
ended the aggregate spending limit 
that a person can donate directly to po-
litical candidates and parties so that a 
single individual can now donate (that 
is, bribe) up to $3.5 million dollars 
directly to politicians (not including 
the unlimited money that individuals 
can anonymously channel through 
“nonprofits”), and the overturning of 
the Voting Rights Act, which helped 
to prevent states from disenfranchis-
ing black and Hispanic voters.  Even 
before the Supreme Court’s recent 
aggressive advocacy on behalf of 
wealthy white men, democracy was 
undermined through mechanisms like 
gerrymandering and the powerful lob-
bying groups of corporations.  A recent 
Policymic article quoted a new study 
conducted at Princeton University that 
concluded, “the preferences of the 
average American appear to have only 
a minuscule, near-zero, statistically 
non-significant impact upon public 
policy.”  At Cornell too, the presence 
of seemingly democratic institutional 
apparatuses are also primarily facades, 
as shown by the recent violent hijack-
ing of Haven: The LGBTQ Student 
Union’s elections, and by the Student 
Assembly’s silencing of Students for 
Justice in Palestine’s attempt to pres-
ent Resolution 72, which SA President 
Ulysses Smith and Executive Vice 
President Sarah Balik have admitted 
“cast aside the principles of fairness 
and democracy.”  Though it may be 
disheartening and depressing, it is 
important to attempt to understand 
the mechanisms by which democracy 
is continually systematically under-
mined.  Only by understanding these 

terrible truths can we cast aside our 
idealistic naïveté and do what we can 
to empower ourselves and fight for 
change.

It is easier to understand small-
er entities than large and complex 
monoliths, so let’s begin by discussing 
Cornell.  The university ostensibly 
has a “shared governance structure” 
between students, faculty, and ad-
ministrators.  Two students serve on 
the Board of Trustees, and there is a 
Student Assembly which is charged 
with representing and advocating 
for the interests of the student body.  
While these structures appear to be a 
positive democratic means to empow-
er students at Cornell, in reality they 
are merely reflections of entrenched 
power structures and the Cornell 
administration.  The most recent and 
widely decried example of democratic 
illegitimacy at Cornell is the Student 
Assembly’s treatment of Resolution 
72: Resolution Urging Cornell Uni-
versity to Divest from Companies 
Profiting from Israeli Occupation 
and Human Rights Violations.  A few 
weeks ago Students for Justice in 
Palestine, the organization sponsor-
ing this resolution, was scheduled to 
present their resolution to the Student 
Assembly.  Their presentation was not 
to precede a vote on whether to pass 
the resolution, but to precede a vote 
on whether to schedule a vote for the 
following week, or to table the reso-
lution.  On the day of the presentation 
hundreds of students, packed the Wil-
lard Straight Hall Memorial Room, all 
passionate, some to support SJP, and 
others to oppose the resolution.  In an 
unprecedented and clearly well-re-
hearsed move, when it was time for 
SJP to present, a member of the SA 
motioned to block discussion and table 
the resolution immediately, the presi-
dent of the SA then vetoed this motion; 
it is unclear whether he did this out of 
genuine deference to the democratic 
principles of letting constituents be 
heard or if this too was a part of the 
rehearsed performance.  Without 
hesitation, an SA member motioned 
to overturn his veto, and with incred-
ible arrogance and disrespect to the 
hundreds of people who had come to 
the meeting, the assembly proceeded 

to deny SJP their right to present their 
resolution.  The message was clear: 
stand up for oppressed peoples such 
as Palestinians, or threaten corporate 
interests, and you will be silenced, no 
matter what extraordinary and unprec-
edented means are necessary to do so.

This systematic co-option of os-
tensibly democratic institutions is 
unfortunately not limited to the Stu-
dent Assembly.  Let’s look back on 
last year’s election of Ross Gitlin to 
student trustee.  Ross’ older brothers 
Ben Gitlin and Adam Gitlin were Ed-
itor-in-Chief of the Cornell Daily Sun 
and president of the Student Assembly 
respectively.  Before being elected 
Student Trustee, Ross was President 
of the fraternity Tau Epsilon Phi which 
was dismantled for “sexually humili-
ating” hazing.  When Ross announced 
his candidacy, the Cornell Daily Sun 
removed any mention of his name 
from their online articles about TEP’s 
closure, preventing the students from 
knowing that the man running on a 
platform of preventing sexual violence 
in the Greek community was in fact 
an inflictor of this very violence.  It 
is difficult or impossible for a student 
to hold a position of power without 
bowing to the oppressive corporate 
ideologies of the secret society Quill 
and Dagger and of the Cornell admin-
istration.

The destruction of democracy 
is sadly not limited to Cornell, but 
rather Cornell is a microcosm of the 
larger society around it.  Examples 
of democracy’s destruction abound, 
and Cornell Progressive is proud of 
its writers’ commitment to covering 
these crucially important events.  In 
this issue Carter Brown ’17 reports on 
the terrifying Trans Pacific Partnership 
(TPP), a free trade agreement being 
negotiated in secret that, if passed, will 
allow corporations to sue governments 
for having regulations (such as labor 
and environmental protections) that 
impinge upon their profits.  Elizabeth 
Warren summed up the issue with her 
usual excellence when she said “Why 
are trade deals secret? 

Democracy is a Lie:
Dismantling the Myth, Seeking  Change

Continued on Page 5
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where it can be either approved or re-
jected. No amendments can be made 
and there can be no filibuster. The 
fast track option would further limit 
the democratic process on this most 
important free trade agreement.
However, all of this is supposed to 
benefit the American people and in-
crease wages. In reality, the net effect 
of the TPP on the average American 
is expected to be negligible, even 
detrimental to the average American 
citizen. The Center for Economic 
and Policy Research (CEPR) con-
ducted a study on the potential rev-
enues produced as a result from the 
TPP. They found that it would lead 
to a marginal increase of 0.13 percent 
of GDP by 2025 and that the majori-
ty of Americans are expected to lose 
income except for the incomes in the 
top one percent, where most of the 
profits are expected to be concentrat-
ed. So, even the profit aspect of the 
trade agreement, arguably the entire 
point of the agreement, will benefit 
only a minority of Americans while 
damaging the majority.
     It is imperative that multination-
al corporations are not freed from 
government regulation and scruti-
ny. Corporations should be under 
the regulation of nations, not vice 
versa. Otherwise, with profits as the 
bottom-line impetus for conducting 
business, the rights of individuals 
and the protection of the environ-
ment are not guaranteed but are put 
largely in the hands of corporations.

As we continue to witness the 
stark climate change projec-

tions scientists are producing on 
a daily basis for the years ahead, 
one cannot help but question if it 
is worth the perpetually increasing 
price to continue engaging with neo-
liberal capitalism. Indeed, as Asbjorn 
Wahl of the International Transport 
Workers’ Federation reminds us, 
“the current economic growth model 
and the overexploitation of natural 
resources is an integrated part of the 
current [global] economic system” 
(ITF, March 2011 Newsletter). How 
do we as scholar-activists begin to 
contend with the incredible violence 
that is imposed on behalf of “choice” 
and “free will” discourses in neolib-
eralism? More specifically, how do 
we implement “green” economics in 
such a way that the freedom of the 
individual and a sense of regulation 
and collective responsibility have 
equal sway in the activities decisions 
we all engage as part of daily living?  
     I’d like to focus my discussion 
on the role of women in the global 
“green economy” movement. To 
preface this post, and to contextual-
ize the particular violence deployed 
against women in the name of 
neoliberalism, I begin by reviewing 
a recent article I read on prostitu-
tion as a systematic human rights 
violation against women as a class. 
Kathleen Barry reminds us that it is 
because the neoliberal West valoriz-
es “choice” that sex work, traffick-
ing, and prostitution are normalized, 
which allows for their self-perpetu-
ation; i.e. the normalization of sex 
work has the potential to result in the 
(governmentally officiated) perpetu-
ation of such societal traumas as hu-
man trafficking and sexual exploita-
tion. Furthermore, the foundation of 
such a “choice” discourse resides in 
the reality that women are forced to 
enter such industries because they 
are systematically shunned from 
industrial labor markets as world 
governments depend on the exploita-
tion of their bodies in order to build 
entire economies and further trading 
and global political relations. 
     That being said, and while my 
remarks are drawn primarily (and, 
I admit, problematically) from case 
studies conducted on third world 
women, it is pertinent to remember 
that the response from women as a 
class to sex oppression might differ 
from one locale to another and may 

be culturally specific, but the sys-
tematic exclusion of women from 
politically officiated and econom-
ically compensated labor markets 
is nearly ubiquitous, if increasingly 
implicit. This brings me to interro-
gating the establishment of “green” 
economies.
     I recently attended a lecture, 
given by a nationally renowned 
scholar, on the intersections of 
climate change, labor equity, and 
gender oppression, where it was 
recognized that we must begin to 
understand global climate change as 
not simply a source of consternation 
for scientists and naturalists, but for 
people interested in global social and 
political participation as well. Fun-
damentally, global climate change 
is an inherently sociopolitical issue 
by virtue of its incredibly tangible 
impacts on the lives and livelihoods 
of many human beings, indeed as a 
consequence of the lives and liveli-
hoods of a few others. So then, if we 
consider global climate change to be 
an issue of social justice, what can 
we say about the plight women face 
as a result of global climate change 
in relation to the implementation of 
“green” economics? 
     Fundamentally, third world 
countries are invariably affected at 
greater lengths by climate change by 
virtue of their relatively less-devel-
oped economic and infrastructural 
buffers. Within the third world, 
women are exposed to the dangers 
of climate change (at a relatively 
more consistent and invasive level 
than in the West) as a consequence 
of their vigorous participation in 
“biohazardous” fields such as ag-
riculture, natural resource mining, 
and construction. Ultimately, women 
are more vulnerable to the impacts 
of global climate change, due to 
the reality that globally, men and 
women contribute to climate change 
differently and will thus be different-
ly affected by policies designed to 
address climate change. 
     If the institution of “green” 
economies is such a policy solu-
tion, I’d like to wrestle with Linda 
Hirshman’s New York Times article 
“Where Are the New Jobs for Wom-
en?”, published in 2008, through the 
lens, broadly speaking, of “the gen-
dered workplace.” Hirshman notes 
that “green jobs are almost entirely 
male…especially in the alternative 
energy area.” Considering President 
Obama’s economic stimulus plan 

in 2008, the following remarks are 
extended:
“Jobs for women can be created by 
concentrating on professions that 
build the most important infrastruc-
ture — human capital…it would be a 
better world if more women became 
engineers and construction workers, 
but programs encouraging women to 
pursue engineering have existed for 
decades without having much suc-
cess. At the moment, teachers and 
child care workers still need to sup-
port themselves…women represent 
almost half the work force — not 
exactly a marginal special interest 
group. By adding a program for jobs 
in libraries, schools and children’s 
programs, the new administration 
can create jobs for them, too.” 
     If we are working to implement 
equitable advancement and partic-
ipation for women in the “green” 
economy, it would be impossible to 
talk about “green” economics at all 
without first substantially recog-
nizing the relegation of women to 
sex-stereotyped and sex-segregated 
occupations in the US and global 
labor markets. Perhaps my reading 
of Hirshman’s remarks is reductive, 
but it seems to me that the only 
solution to the economic dispar-
ities women face in the advent of 
an economic stimulus plan that 
especially privileges “green” jobs is 
purported by Hirshman to be the 
further essentialization of women 

Coutesy of Frostburg University
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Labor Activists in Action: COLA at Work
Amy Frieder  On Workers’ Rights

      
“Advancing the World of 
Work” is more than the ILR School’s 
motto to members of COLA– it’s our 
cause, a fight for social and economic 
justice. COLA, the Cornell Organi-
zation for Labor Action, was found-
ed in the 1970s when ILR students 
supported campus workers organiz-
ing. Since then, COLA has become 
affiliated with the United Students 
against Sweatshops (USAS), a na-
tional grassroots student movement 
founded in 1997, and has led suc-
cessful campaigns against several 
multinational brands, including Rus-
sell, Nike, and Adidas.
     After COLA and other USAS af-
filiates pressured their universities 
to cut contracts with Russell when 
the company shut down a Honduran 
factory whose workers attempted 
to unionize, Russell succumbed to 
student and economic pressure and 
rehired all 1,200 workers in 2009. 
The Nike campaign resulted in sim-
ilar success in 2010 when Honduran 
Nike factory workers received a re-
lief fund, job training, and one year 
of health care after being the victims 
of labor violations. More recently, af-
ter Adidas refused to pay $1.8 million 
in severance pay to 2,700 Indonesian 
workers, COLA pressured Cornell to 
cut its contract with Adidas, and oth-
er universities followed suit. Adidas 
acceded and paid last year.
     This year, COLA has been working 
on four campaigns - the Bangladesh 
Worker Solidarity, Tompkins County 
Living Wage, Dunkin Donuts, and 
the TCAT campaign – in addition 
to providing student leadership in 

planning the Labor Roundtable and 
Union Days ILR events. 
     The Bangladesh campaign began 
last April when the Rana Plaza fac-
tory in Bangladesh collapsed, killing 
more than 1,100 workers. In response 
to this and frequent factory fires, over 
150 brands signed onto the Bangla-
desh Accord for Building and Fire 
Safety, and COLA led a campaign 
which resulted in the Cornell admin-
istration agreeing to include in the 
Code of Conduct that our licensees 
that produce apparel in Bangladesh 
must sign onto the Accord. However, 
VF Corporation, whose subsidiaries 
include JanSport, continues to pro-
duce apparel in unsafe working con-
ditions and refuses to sign onto the 
Accord. COLA’s goal is to convince 
Cornell to cut ties with VF until the 
company signs onto the Accord, and 
the club has worked on this through 
letter drops at President Skorton’s 
office, a “Working Out for Workers’ 
Rights” awareness campaign, and 
more events to come.
     The Dunkin Donuts, or “Donut 
Discriminate,” campaign began after 
an Ithaca Dunkin Donuts employee 
reached out to COLA because he was 
the target of racist discrimination in 
the workplace. After meetings with 
COLA members such as Daniel Mar-
shall ’14, he received legal aid from 
the Tompkins County Workers Cen-
ter and was offered a settlement.
     The Living Wage campaign has 
been very community-based. Al-
though Tompkins County is a living 
wage employer, the Tompkins Coun-
ty Workers Center is pushing for all 
Tompkins County-contracted work-
ers to earn a living wage. COLA has 

supported living wage activists Pete 
Meyers, Stanley McPherson, and 
Milton Webb by rallying, speaking at 
the county legislature, speaking about 
the issue on McPherson and Webb’s 
local TV show, and more. COLA 
member and anthropology PhD stu-
dent Emily Hong recently created a 
documentary on the living wage and 
local efforts on the campaign.
     The campaign in its earliest stage 
for COLA pertains to the issue of 
Cornell considering to discontinue 
providing free bus passes for first-
year and graduate students. In addi-
tion to a student issue, it is a work-
er issue, Marshall explained to The 
Cornell Progressive, because Cornell 
pays only one-third of the TCAT 
costs despite providing 80 percent of 
the bus system’s ridership. Decreas-
ing the TCAT’s revenue could mean 

layoffs or other detrimental results 
for the workers. COLA members and 
other students who are passionate 
about the issue plan to pack an up-
coming University Assembly meet-
ing as well as to plan other actions 
to prevent the administration from 
following through with this possible 
TCAT plan.
     In the past two weeks alone, COLA 
members have heard from American 
labor leaders at Union Days and Ban-
gladeshi garment workers at a week-
ly meeting. Their messages, although 
they come from different industries 
and different parts of the world, re-
main the same: good work is what 
allows people to live, and we must 
stand in solidarity to improve work-
ing conditions for all.

by Jonathan Jaffe

Mozilla, creator of the popular 
web browser Firefox, recently 

appointed co-founder Brendan Eich 
to the position of CEO. However, 
Eich’s promotion has been com-
plicated by his decision to donate 
$1,000 to support California’s Propo-
sition 8 in 2008, which sought to out-
law same-sex marriages. In response 
to his appointment, three of six board 
members resigned, many current em-
ployees voiced opposition, and the 
popular dating website, OkCupid, re-
leased an open letter asking users not 
to use Firefox. 
     In response to the OkCupid mes-
sage, which stated, “Those who seek 
to deny love and instead enforce mis-
ery, shame and frustration are our 
enemies, and we wish them nothing 
but failure,” Mozilla’s Chairwom-
an, Mitchell Baker issued a public 
apology. Baker wrote, “We didn’t act 
like you’d expect Mozilla to act. We 
didn’t move fast enough to engage 
with people once the controversy 
started. We’re sorry. We must do bet-
ter.”
     While Eich received negative 

press for his donation in support 
of Proposition 8 back in 2008 while 
serving as the company’s chief tech-
nology officer, his appointment to 
CEO reignited the controversy. Back 
in 2008, Eich stated, “If Mozilla can-
not continue to operate according 
to its principles of inclusiveness, 
where you can work on the mission 
no matter what your background 
or beliefs, I think we’ll probably fail.” 
However, since this earlier state-
ment, Eich has changed his tune. 
Eich served as Mozilla CEO for few-
er than two weeks before resigning, 
issuing the following statement, 
“[Mozilla’s mission is] bigger than 
any one of us, and under the pres-
ent circumstances, I cannot be an 
effective leader.” 
     Regardless of your stance on gay 
marriage, Eich’s resignation forces 
many Americans to consider the 
politics involved in his resignation. 
Should a CEO be forced to resign be-
cause of a personal belief? In many 
ways, the CEO of an organization 
serves as the public face for that or-
ganization, and as a result, the CEO 
has an obligation to champion the 
company’s message. Nevertheless, 

does that obligation extend beyond 
a CEO’s work duties? In the case 
of Mozilla, which uses the slogan 
“Doing good is part of our code,” it 
would seem that Eich had an obli-
gation to act publicly in a way that 
resonated with company policy. 
     That being said, there are still 
many corporate leaders who possess 
political affiliations similar to those 
Eich and have not faced damning 
backlash. For example, Dan Cathy, 
President of Chick-fil-A donated $3 
million on behalf of the company to 
a Christian organization that opposed 
gay marriage. In the case of Cathy, 
his position in the company was pre-

served, as his statement endorsed 
a commonly held sentiment within 
Chick-fil-A, and those who opposed 
his viewpoint simply refrained from 
consuming the company’s product.
     In short, Eich’s resignation, in re-
sponse to both corporate and me-
dia backlash, presents an interesting 
take on the role of the CEO in the 
modern corporation. It seems that 
modern sensibilities dictate that a 
CEO’s political affiliations should be 
in line with that of the organization 
he or she represents, and, especially 
in the case of Eich, his political posi-
tion proved exclusionary, which re-
sulted in his rightful resignation.

CEOs and Morality: The Firing of Brendan Eich
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Keystone XL Pipeline: More Spills to Come?
On Environmental Justice Amanda Aragon

Many people do not realize that 
Keystone Pipeline already ex-

ists. Currently, it runs from oil sand 
fields in Alberta, Canada to Cushing, 
Oklahoma in the United States. What’s 
under debate is its expansion, thus the 
name Keystone XL Pipeline. The new 
expansion consists of 1,700 miles of 
pipeline that would connect Cushing, 
Oklahoma with oil refineries in Texas. 
There is currently an oil bottleneck 
in Oklahoma, so this expansion is 
intended to make the transport of 
oil more efficient.  Additionally, the 
expansion will connect Alberta to 
Kansas, passing through Bakken Shale 
region of eastern Montana and western 
Dakota. This area includes productive 
oil extraction sites that would join 
the pipeline to be transported more 
efficiently to refineries. 
     Since the pipeline runs across Can-
ada and the United States, TransCana-
da, the energy company managing the 
pipeline, must obtain special permis-
sion for construction. An expansion 
was made in January to the part of 
the old pipeline that already runs to 
Canada, and it currently brings up 
to 700,000 barrels of oil per day to 
refineries in Texas. Most of this is 
US light crude, but it may carry more 
Canadian oil from tar sands in the 
future. However, obtaining the permit 
for the other part of the expansion 
is more difficult since it crosses the 
US-Canadian border, as it requires 
a Presidential Permit through the 
State Department. According to Jim 
Prescott, TransCanada representative, 
“Quite frankly, we need a Presidential 
Permit for about 50 feet of pipe. If we 
weren’t crossing that border, then we 
wouldn’t be having this conversation.” 
This permit has yet to be granted, and 
as a result, construction of this part of 
the pipeline has stalled. 
     Many support this expansion, 
claiming that it will provide many new 
jobs. Some say as many as 500,000 
new jobs will be created, but this is 

not likely. TransCanada puts the esti-
mates at about 20,000, and even then, 
many of these jobs are temporary and 
only exist for the construction of the 
pipeline. Significantly fewer people 
are required to maintain it. In July, 
President Obama cleared this up, 
explaining that “the most realistic 
estimates are this might create maybe 
2,000 jobs during the construction 
of the pipeline, which might take a 
year or two, and then after that we’re 
talking about somewhere between 50 
and 100 jobs in an economy of 150 
million working people.”
     Another area of concern regarding 
this expansion pertains to possible 
environmental effects.  Much of this 
concern comes from the use of tar 
sands, or bitumen, in Canada, which 
is a mixture of various components 
that can be refined into oil. Many 
argue that bitumen is more corrosive 
than traditional oil, and critics from 
the Sierra Club and the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council have claimed 
that “bitumen blends are more acidic, 
thick and sulfuric than conventional 
crude” and “contain significantly 
higher quantities of abrasive quartz 
sand particles.” The reason critics are 
concerned about this corrosiveness 
is because it can result in leaks in 
the pipeline. Although a report by 
the State Department said that the 
Keystone Pipeline “has experienced 
14 spills since it began operation in 
June 2010” and that the leaks were not 
caused by corrosion but by “fittings 
and seals at pump or valve stations,” 
these were not insignificant spills. In 
2011, 21,000 gallons of oil leaked in 
North Dakota due to a faulty valve 
in the pipeline. Similarly, in March 
2013, there was as spill of bitumen 
in Mayflower, Arkansas where an 
ExxonMobil pipeline burst, sending 
more than 12,000 barrels of oil into 
residential streets and yards. The EPA 
categorized this spill as “major” and 
cleanup efforts are still occurring. In 

fact, there were so many spills in 2011 
in Cushing, Oklahoma that regulators 
temporarily shut it down.
     Additionally, the areas that the pipe-
line runs through disproportionately 
and adversely affect people of color, 
indigenous people, and people of low 
socioeconomic status. The expansion 
will impact sacredsites and ancestral 
burial grounds of indigenous people 
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I’ve heard people actually say that 
they have to be secret because if the 
American people knew what was go-
ing on, they would be opposed. Think 
about that.” 

Voting rights are routinely tram-
pled upon with the wild expansion 
of Voter ID laws, rollbacks on early 
voting, and hurdles to registration, 
all of which disproportionately affect 
poor people and people of color.  With 
the overturning of the Voting Rights 
Act, jurisdictions that were previously 
prevented from passing voting laws 
that were too overtly suppressive 
have now been set free to suppress as 
they please.  Mother Jones magazine, 
in its article “5 Terrible Acts of Voter 
Discrimination the Voting Rights Act 
Prevented—But Won’t Anymore” 
reported that “In 2001, the all-white 
board of aldermen in the town of 
Kilmichael, Mississippi (pop. 830), 
canceled town elections after an un-
precedented number of black candi-
dates made it onto the ballot. When the 
Department of Justice (DOJ) forced an 
election and the town finally voted, it 
elected its first black mayor and three 
black aldermen.”  While such egre-
gious racist suppression is probably 
somewhat rare, the fact that it happens 
at all is unacceptable, and less severe, 
but still racist voter suppression hap-
pens at a disturbing frequency.

The New York Times’ Charles M. 
Blow, in his piece “We Should be in 
a Rage” writes, “If we don’t like the 
government we have, we can change 
it. If we don’t like the path we’re on, 

we can alter it.”  But what I hope 
readers take from this editorial is that 
if we don’t like the government we 
have, we can’t change it; if we don’t 
like the path we’re on, we can’t alter 
it—at least not through institutional 
means, because the deck has been 
stacked against the people, the power 
concentrated in the wealthiest of the 
wealthy.  If change is to come, it will 
not come through elected represen-
tatives, because representatives are 
beholden not to their voters, but to 
the lobbyists and corporations which 
finance their campaigns.  If change 
is to come, it will come through the 
people coming together to demon-
strate their collective power, their 
resistance to society’s oppressors.  
Change will come through people like 
the students who last week marched 
upon the Student Assembly, creating 
even if just for an hour a space where 
they could express their ideas and be 
heard.  Change will come through peo-
ple like Rosa Parks, who was willing 
to face arrest rather than give up her 
seat to white oppressors.  Change will 
come through the people of the world 
fighting for the Boycott, Divestment, 
and Sanctions movement to free the 
Occupied Palestinian Territories.  
Wherever change will come, it will 
come through the people, through us.  
Because though democracy may be 
a lie, the people’s power that it rep-
resents is not.  Together we will roar, 
and we will be heard.

EDITORIAL - Continued From Page 2

without adequately consulting them 
regarding these impacts. This means 
that these groups not only bear a large 
share of the existing environmental 
burden from the current pipeline, such 
as spills and water pollution, but they 
will also have to bear the increased 
environmental degradation that may 
result from the expansion. 
     The State Department is still con-
sidering whether or not to grant the 
permit to allow for the Keystone XL 
Pipeline expansion, considering areas 
of national interest such as “energy 
security; environmental, cultural and 
economic impacts; foreign policy; 
and compliance with relevant federal 
regulations and issues.” However, 
the State Department has already 
concluded that the pipeline will not 
impact climate change because tar 
sands oil will be extracted wheth-
er or not the pipeline is built, so it 
seems likely that energy security and 
foreign policy concerns will trump 
environmental concerns. And since 
environmental concerns in this case 
are very intertwined with implications 
of social justice, it is likely that this 
controversy will not end even if the 
permit is granted. 
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Spring Café
Betrearon Tezera A Poem

To all who will no doubt be surprised that I’m submitting a poem in lieu of an article, here is something of a 
rationale. The poem, I find, is a far superior medium for analyzing a single moment, a lone cross-section in the 
infinite fractal splittings and shards that collide to form what we call time. What is time, anyway? Is it progres-

sion? Is it still? I’m yet to understand, but, as we come to greet Spring, our term’s most anticipated guest, I 
invite you to eviscerate yourselves, to read. 

Notre 
Sipping cold coffee, I observe your every move, quietly asking, in the recesses, “who are you?”

You shift, and click, click click click, away with the stillness, you insist.
Wouter sits on my shoulder, screams to me, “connect, disconnect, you won’t get hurt if you stay chaste, wait.” 

Chastity has never seemed so boring. 
You peruse, peer and squint, desperately trying to turn something into nothing. You fascinate me. Endlessly.

What are you? Are you Spring Incarnate? Are you the devil? 
I smell blameless peach cobblers on the streets, morning’s greeting call.

The bricks beneath my feet crinkle and clunk, clunk clunk clunk, as I make my way to our meeting place. 

Have we met? It all really depends on who you ask. 
I met you the day I resigned myself to my own fears. It makes no sense. You make no sense to me, and that is 
why you are intriguing. You are a Molotov cocktail that absolutely refuses to shatter and ignite the foreboding 

flames of your truth. Do you think I don’t see? You’re just as scared as me. 

Are you afraid? You can’t live like this. Connecting, disconnecting. You cheat yourself every morning, I witness 
the cheating, as you order the quintessential brew. Colombiana, you quietly yet firmly request. Your firmness is 

always dormant, never truly present yet always threatening to be. You are an enigma, Mr. Colombiana.

You peer, finally at me, “is he noticing me?,” I wonder, and shiver at the Spring’s sudden announcement of itself, 
or is it your soft breath? It’s cold.

Coldness, in the coffee I see it. It scrapes my tongue as I feverishly grope for words in my mind, my mind’s eye 
seeing so fast it blinds my heart. My dragon-skin heart. It is exposed, can you tell? 

I ask you, softly, in my mind, what if it’s not Colombiana? Perhaps Ethiopia, or maybe Chile? You refuse, al-
ways hanging round the soft glistening displays and never really looking for anything other than your precious 

beans, roasted to predictable perfection. Are you really this afraid? How stubborn of you. 

Routine, my dear, is a murderous stance. I beg you, try Kenya. It’ll change your world. Do we have a world? I 
can’t live like this. Who are you? Come here. 

You sit, firmly aligning your delicate frame against my vision, away. Decidedly single, I see. Well, let’s see how 
long that lasts. I sip quickly, slamming the dewy glass on the counter in my haste, although I don’t mean to. I’ve 

seen it before, although I’ve never really cared to see beyond the dog-eared fronts. $4.50, she asks. Requests. 
Pleads. Colombiana perched safely in my pack, I shuffle to the door, pushing instead of pulling. It seems, new 
friend, you’ve successfully occupied my mind. You’ve perched and preened and settled in your gelatinous new 

home. It really depends on who you ask. Click click click is your means of occupation. I am occupied. 

Time escapes my feeble grasp, I haven’t been to our lair in weeks. I come in for a quick to-go, and I hear the 
chimes without further ado. Click click click, what is he writing? Is he writing at all? 

I’m tired of wasting in my mind. I walk slowly to your table in the corner, and ask softly, with more lisp than I 
would have preferred, “may I join you?”

You look up, insulted that your face is no longer glistening completely with backlighting. I want nothing more 
than to look away from your dull, piercing eyes, to rip my eyes from you, but they refuse. We’ve waited, they 

say, we’ve yearned.

And so I look back at you. I realize suddenly this is the first time we’ve faced each other, the first time we’ve 
spoken. Intersections, finally. Parallels are coming to an end. 

You speak, soft yet firm, as is your lovely little way, “Sure.” You quickly begin to click, click click click, as I 
scrape the wicker chair across the floor and settle in. 

Who are you? Admit to it. 
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On Negotiating Identity  Vrinda Jagota

CP

Being Indian-American has un-
doubtedly been a privilege. My 

parents highly value education and 
have been monetarily and emotion-
ally supportive of any and every 
passion I have wanted to pursue, ac-
ademic or otherwise. My culture has 
brought with it a sense of community, 
a support network, life-long friends, 
countless Taj Mahal selfies, the whole 
package. My background is associat-
ed with generally positive traits: stu-
diousness, great food, a vibrant if a bit 
kitschy film industry, the list goes on. 
And yet, despite this seemingly posi-
tive stereotype, being Indian has also 
been a source of racial insecurities 
and aggressions. What’s more, it is 
surprisingly difficult for candid con-
versation about Indian racial issues 
to be considered seriously. There is a 
common belief in a strict dichotomy 
of privilege - either you have it or you 
don’t. A stereotype of high test scores 
and medical school acceptance rates 
means that Indians are succeeding in 
all parts of life. While there is no de-
nying that education brings immense 
power, understanding Indian-Amer-
ican racial politics requires an un-
derstanding of privilege as far from 
ubiquitous. Academic and monetary 
success in no way mean total societal 
acceptance, especially when physi-
cal difference is so obvious. A rigid 
notion of power silences the experi-
ences of many seemingly privileged 
groups while simultaneously denying 
the possibility of agency to stereotyp-
ically underprivileged groups. 
The United States is, of course, a mot-
ley whole comprised of infinite frac-
tured identities. While this undoubt-
edly creates a sense of acceptance on 
one level, it can also make discussion 
of any one experience, especially 
that of a “privileged” race, seem gra-
tuitous. There is a stark difference 
between the space allowed for un-
derstanding difference in a textbook, 
with each immigrant group getting 
a paragraph on a page, and the way 
that acceptance translates into dai-
ly conversation, where experiences 
with race are often discounted unless 
extreme; “we have all experienced 
discrimination” in different but equal 

ways. 
Racial aggressions occur on a spec-
trum, but are often not recognized 
unless they fall into pre-established 
extremes. I am often asked how I 
could possibly have experienced 
racial animosity, as the crime rates 
for Indians are low, many Indians 
are high-achieving, and there are no 
“negative” stereotypes of Indians. 
This assumption itself is an aggres-
sion that creates a feeling of guilt for 
perceiving disadvantage and instills a 
fear of self-victimization. 
This is not to say that extremes do 
not exist - the arrest rate for black 
Americans is six times that of white 
Americans, which is astonishing 
and requires serious consideration 
and change. It is a privilege to feel 
that a police officer will not make a 
negative judgment on my character 
based on my looks. 
The aggressions I have experienced 
as an Indian-American are much 
less severe and more subtle. Again, 
it is the denial of these experiences 
that is the greatest aggression, and 
the aggression that must be consid-
ered. An intellectual assumption of 
sameness of experience that is in 

dissonance with reality is dangerous 
as it creates a sense of complacency. 
If we only accept power differences 
and progress in the extremes and 
categories we have established, 
we are not truly thinking critically. 
While the racial inequalities we are 
taught to acknowledge most defi-
nitely exist, it is most important 
to understand that even those in-
equalities are being established by 
an institutionalized power system, 
and that countless groups are nec-
essarily marginalized.
Most second generation immi-
grants, I think, feel confused about 
that hyphen in their identity, as they 
are expected to be simultaneously 
assimilated and proud of their her-
itage, an identity often projected by 
third parties. Is the term American 
enough to cover who I am? By defi-
nition, yes. I am just as American as 
everyone else. But, after being asked 
“where are you really from” based 
on the way I look often enough, the 
Indian in Indian-American begins to 
feel necessary. Talk to me about the 
PBS programming I chain-watched 
growing up, and American feels suf-
ficient to have a conversation about 
Arthur that all my peers can relate 
to, but ask me to point out one per-
son on those shows who looked like 
me, and again, the Indian feels nec-
essary. 
And maybe it’s not important to have 
role models who look like you grow-
ing up. On the spectrum of racial ag-
gressions people experience on a dai-
ly basis, it does feel like a minor issue, 
and I often find myself questioning if 
it’s “asking for too much”. But then, I 
think of my angst-ridden high school 
years, the height of physical and so-
cial insecurity, as I grew up in a con-
servative town where the beauty ide-
al was practically unachievable for a 
brown-haired, brown-eyed, brown-
skinned girl who was expected to be 
a nerd, and I remember how excited I 

would get to be told I looked racially 
ambiguous. Being mistaken for any-
thing other than the racial box I felt 
trapped in was a gift. 
I would pride myself on having “re-
ally white parents,” which, of course, 
wasn’t true. My parents were not re-
ally white because they were really, 
truly born in India.  And also because 
there is no one “white” behavior.  I 
would associate any positive parts of 
their personalities to deviance from 
the oppressive backwards Indian par-
ent stereotype I had established in my 
mind. It is astonishing how quickly 
other people’s perceptions of you 
mold the way you perceive yourself, 
how fitting into a stereotype on a few 
levels makes you believe you must 
inherently fit into all aspects of the 
stereotype.
What’s more, my sense of Indian 
identity is rooted in my family and 
friends, the people I encounter on a 
daily basis, but my American identi-
ty is largely shaped by the women 
and men of billboards, runways, and 
Rom Coms - an airbrushed, char-
ismatic ideal. It’s no wonder which 
half of that identity into which I 
want to fit. When I reflect on this 
discrepancy, it doesn’t feel like ask-
ing too much to see someone who 
looks like me on T.V., to feel like my 
background fits into the idea of be-
ing American. It is, of course, true 
that this fractured identity happens 
for all immigrants. The only differ-
ence, I argue, is that as a person of 
color or non-hegemonic race, there 
is no option but to make your differ-
ence known.
These issues are, of course, not par-
ticular to Indian-Americans, but are 
the only experiences I know person-
ally. And really, the specifics of my 
experience are not as important as 
the general idea of embracing nu-
ance when considering any racial 
interaction.

in the workforce as to the kinds of 
work they “can do” or “are doing,” 
and for women to accommodate 
as a class not the critical interroga-
tion of sexist labor constructs and 
limitations of opportunities (as they 
rightly should), but to reifying them, 
if only for “the time being.” Effec-
tively, then, the “green” economy 
movement and women in the labor 
force come to represent mutually 
exclusive beneficiaries of the stimu-
lus plan. It is suggested that “green” 
economies require, as a central tenet 
of their functional establishment 
and perpetuation, the suspension of 
any meaningful consideration of sex 
oppression and male dominance as it 
relates to neoliberal labor markets. If 

we return to the very realistic asser-
tion that global climate change is an 
issue of social justice, it is extremely 
problematic that “green” economics 
as a social justice movement must 
capitalize on the continued existence 
of sex oppression in order to gain 
political and economic legitimacy. 
Without recognizing this ontolog-
ical contradiction within “green” 
economics as a social justice 
movement, and without significant 
attention to rectifying the seeming-
ly symbiotic relationship between 
“green” economies and sex oppres-
sion, there can be no staking of a 
claim to “justice” vis-à-vis “green” 
economics. 
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My Experience as an Indian-American

Continued From Page 3
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The  lasT  ThoughT

Corruption is not easy to define. Like former US Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart said in trying to define pornography, “I shall not 
today attempt further to define [it]... But I know it when I see it.” In the recent Supreme Court ruling McCutcheon v. FEC, the Roberts 

Court tried to define corruption and failed; the result is the allowance of more money into an already oversaturated political system to jam the 
gears of a functioning democracy.

D e f i n i n g  C o r r u p t i o n
     In McCutcheon v. FEC, the limit on aggregate contributions to 
federal campaigns, set in Section 441 of the Federal Election Cam-
paign Act (FECA), was challenged. Previously, individuals could 
give up to $2,600 to any candidate in any election cycle with the 
total amount to federal candidates in aggregate capped at $123,200 
per year. So, for example, while I could give $500 to any candidate 
I want, I couldn’t give $500 to more than 246 candidates in one year 
(poor me!) 
     Critics of FECA say it “abridges” their “freedom of speech.” 
They should be allowed, they argue, to give as much as they want 
in aggregate, as long as the contribution for any candidate does not 
exceed $2,600. But in 1976, the court recognized in Buckley vs. Valeo 

that preventing “corruption and the appearance of corruption” is a 
“compelling interest” that can legitimize contribution caps despite 
money equaling free speech.
     The conservative court decided to strike down the aggregate 
contribution limit on the justification that the only type of corruption 
to worry about is quid pro quo corruption - that as long as the limit 
to individual candidates remains, there is no reason to worry about 
corruption. Picture a Thomas Nast cartoon in which a large fat man 
wearing a sash labeled “corporate interests” hands over a bag with 
a dollar sign on it to a little man named “Politician” in return for a 
list of favors and you have a good idea of how the Supreme Court 
sees corruption.
     Rather, corruption must be defined more broadly, such as the in-
fluence of an extremely small, extremely moneyed, class of donors 
that choose the debate and rhetoric of our political discourse. For 
example, mega-donor Sheldon Adelson recently held his personal 
primary where Republican candidates visited him to court him and 
his endless pockets. Last election cycle, it was estimated that he 

contributed over $100 million on candidates through PACs and Super 
PACs. In order to have the tremendous advantage of a war chest that 
large, Chris Christie apologized to Adelson for referring to Palestine 
as occupied territories. Do you really believe Christie reversed his 
opinion on Palestine or do you think he was corrupted by the visions 
of a financial advantage? Yet this is excluded in the Roberts Court’s 
definition of corruption.
     I have some pretty strong opinions on Palestine too, but since I 
don’t have a few millions of dollars in disposable income, my opinion 
is less relevant to shaping this debate. In fact, a new analysis of 1,779 
recent policy outcomes by researchers at Princeton and Northwestern 
found that “economic elites and organized groups representing business 
interests have substantial independent impacts on U.S. government pol-
icy,” while average citizens “have little or no independent influence.” 
Another recent study by researchers at Yale and UC Berkeley found 
that members of Congress were four times as likely to take a meeting 
with a prospective donor than with a regular constituent.
     There are other forms of corruption, or at the very least “the appear-
ance of corruption,” rampant in our political system. In 1974, just 3 
percent of retiring members of Congress became lobbyists. Today, 50 
percent of retiring Senators and 42 percent of retiring House members 
stay in DC and become lobbyists. But Chief Justice Roberts chooses 
to ignore the effects of a political system oversaturated in special 
interest money, instead saying corruption only exists in the direct 
money-for-favor exchange.
     Part of the rationale behind Roberts’ decision is that it’s unconstitu-
tional to limit the amount one can participate in our political process. 
But I can’t help but notice this decision comes only a few months after 
the same court struck down the Voting Rights Act. The Roberts court 
is the defender of participation in our political process, except for, you 
know, that whole voting thing. These two decisions, in conjunction, 

Wes Turner

“...while average citizens ‘have little or no 
independent influence.’ ”

“ I  have  some  pre t ty  s t rong  op in ions  on  Pa les t ine  too ,  but 
s ince  I  don’ t  have  a  f ew mi l l i ons  o f  do l lars  in  d i sposab le 

income ,  my  op in ion  i s  l e s s  re l evant  to  shap ing  th i s  debate .  ”
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paint a troubling picture of more political power for the wealthy elite and the further marginalization of the poor.
     Roberts writes his decision like he is a champion of the people, defending the First Amendment rights for Americans from sea to shining 
sea. But how many people are now able to “speak” their full mind because of this decision? According to the Center for Responsive Politics, 
591 people gave the maximum amount to federal candidates. The current estimate of the population of the United States stands at more than 
317 million. 
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